
Foot pain is such a pain
in the... foot. 
Come get fitted 
for Insoles today!
We have partnered with Superfeet to provide
YOU with the best insoles in the industry!
Let's work together to get you feeling your
best at work!

WORK RIGHT NW
1760 DOWN RIVER DRIVE, WOODLAND, WA 98674

WWW.WORKRIGHTNW.COM

Malinda W. | Supervisor

"Out of all the clothing and equipment I
use on a daily basis, Superfeet insoles
are by far the most important to me.
They have lessened my foot pain so
much that I don't have to focus on my
feet anymore."

When to get fitted

How to get fitted

using your insoles

The benefits of a fitted insole
Most footwear lacks the necessary
shape to anatomically fit our feet. This
leaves unnecessary space around the
foot and leads to stress and discomfort.

Superfeet insoles deliver 3D shape
where you need it, filling in the empty
space and adapt our relatively flat
footwear to the 3D foot for a better fit.

If you experience foot pain, this is for
you! Everyone needs a different dose of
Superfeet "shape" under their feet.
Ensure you have the right fit. 

Schedule an appointment with your
onsite WRNW Injury Prevention
Specialist. They will assess your feet and
provide you with your unique Superfeet
insole recommendation.

Once you have received your insoles,
schedule an appointment with your
onsite WRNW Injury Prevention
Specialist and bring your new insoles.
They will coach on wear-in time as well
as fitting and trimming so that you can
return to work feeling your best!

Disclaimer: Neither your company or Work Right NW requires you to buy
Superfeet insoles for your work. Work Right is the official industrial partner
of Superfeet. With this partnership, Superfeet and Work Right are able to
offer discounts and resources to our valued clients. 

https://www.instagram.com/workrightnorthwest/
https://twitter.com/workrightnw
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCocj3LQIWQtHPmoKdxTB-mA
https://www.pinterest.com/workrightnw/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/work-right-nw/
https://www.facebook.com/workrightnw/
http://www.workrightnw.com/

